
informative reports.  From waste movement to cash 

drawer reconciliation reports and audit to 

Environmental Protection Authority reports, ClearWeigh 

has your reporting requirements covered.

Should a standard report not quite meet your 

requirements, ClearWeigh Reporting includes the 

facilities to design your own with the introduction of the 

end user report designer. Either “tweak” any of the 

existing reports to suit your specific requirements or 

build entirely new ones, the choice is yours. When you 

have finished creating your reports ClearWeigh 

automatically integrates these into the ClearWeigh 

reporting module.

Robust
In most modern waste facilities the data collected at a 

waste site needs to be maintained, analysed and 

integrated at an administrative facility located in a 

different suburb, town, city or state. ClearWeigh’s 

transparent data synchronisation technologies 

provide a robust and proven mechanism for 

synchronising data stores across 

multiple waste facilities using a range 

of desktop and portable devices, 

making location irrelevant.

 The way is clear with the forthcoming release of
 Newcastle Weighing Services 3rd generation Waste Management System,  . . . ClearWeigh.

INDUSTRY LEADING FEATURES

Following the success of its predecessor WasteMan 2G, ClearWeigh incorporates the experience gained through 22 years of developing solutions for 
the Waste Management Industry. With ClearWeigh the bar has been raised on what you can expect from a Waste Management System. If your next 
Waste Management solution requires an intuitive user friendly interface, innovative features, informative reporting, robust data synchronisation 
technologies, best in industry feature set, unrivalled flexibility, financial integration and ongoing support from a professional and friendly support team 
then the way is clear .  .  . ClearWeigh.

Intuitive
No longer does “easy to use” imply a limited feature set. 

ClearWeigh has been designed from the ground up for 

ease of use, without sacrificing the features you need to 

operate a modern waste facility. 

The operator 

application, 

ClearWeigh Touch, 

sports our all new 

touch screen 

interface with 

adaptive screen 

layouts. This 

innovative feature 

allows the 

interface to be 

tailored for the type of transaction being processed. 

One touch and pre-defined transaction templates 

simplify transaction processing. 

The administration application, ClearWeigh Admin, 

features new maintenance forms with built in help 

panels. Wizard functionality has been integrated to help 

users complete administrative tasks quickly and 

accurately.  The Wizard guides new users in completing 

common tasks, with the more experienced users 

receiving help in implementing advanced and 

infrequently used features.

Innovative 
ClearWeigh introduces a range of new and innovative 

features as well as improving on many of the unique 

features carried over from WasteMan 2G. An all new 

operator touch interface allows waste receipting 

transactions to be carried out on a range of desktop 

touch terminals and portable devices. Adaptive screen 

layouts tailor the operator interface to suit the type of 

transaction being processed while built in video camera 

feeds and integrated license plate recognition assist in 

identifying vehicles and scrutinising loads. Transaction 

processing is further enhanced with the introduction of 

multi-pass weighed transactions, vehicle configurations 

and multiple stored tares per vehicle.

Informative 
ClearWeigh Reporting collects information from across 

all your waste management facilities and delivers it to 

your desktop with an extensive range of accurate and 

INDUSTRY LEADING SUPPORT


